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In today's fast-paced business environment, managing physical mail can be time-consuming and 
inefficient. Traditional mail management workflows often lead to delays, missed opportunities, and 
added expenses. SphereMail offers cutting-edge cloud-based solutions to simplify mail management 
for businesses. In this white paper, we will explore SphereMail's products, including both the 
Decentralized Mailroom Management and Mail Forwarding solutions, and how they streamline mail 
management, enhance productivity, and increase efficiency for users.
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SphereMail’s Decentralized Mailroom Management Solution

The Decentralized Mailroom Management solution gives SphereMail operators the ability to offer digital 
mailboxes to their users in order to receive, view, and manage physical mail online, from any location 
and from any device. Users access their digital mailbox through the SphereMail cloud-based platform 
and select whether to view, forward, and/or download their mail, as well as manage other aspects of 

their mail handling, such as package deliveries and notifications.

Benefits of the SphereMail Decentralized Mailroom Management Solution:

1. Efficiency & Customization: The mail management process is digitized, thereby eliminating the 
need for physical mail handling and storage. Mailroom operators provide their users with a digital 
mailbox on a secure SphereMail platform. Users receive email notifications whenever mail is inserted 
into their digital mailbox, ensuring prompt and timely mail management and eliminating the need to be 
physically present to receive mail.

Efficiency gains for the mailroom operator include:
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Mailroom footprint is reduced due to less storage requirements for physical mail
Mail handling workflow requires less labor resulting in cost savings
Predictive mail item entry increases speed of entry for repetitive mail items allowing for faster mail 
handling
Mailroom becomes a profit center instead of cost center with the sale of digital mailboxes
Integrated billing workflow and automatic payment process allows for timely and accurate revenue 
generation from the sale of digital mailboxes



In addition, mailroom operators may customize the SphereMail platform to offer a full Virtual Office 
solution to end users with advanced phone solutions that include virtual phone numbers, live 
receptionist services and online notary services. Additional revenue can be generated within the profit 
center from these add-on services. 

2. Security: SphereMail's cloud-based solution offers robust security features, including data 
encryption, user authentication and access controls to ensure that confidential information remains 
protected throughout the entire mail handling workflow. SphereMail is compliant with various privacy 
regulations, including GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) and HIPAA (Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act) thereby protecting sensitive information and reducing the risk of mail 
theft or loss. 

3. Notifications: Mailroom operators provide users with automated, real-time notifications for their 
mail, eliminating the need to manually track mail notifications and pick up. Users receive a notification 
whenever mail is inserted into their digital mailbox, ensuring prompt and timely mail management and 
the ability to receive mail without being physically present.

4. Abiding by USPS guidelines: The SphereMail solution is designed around USPS guidelines and 
requirements for CMRA (Commercial Mail Receiving Agency), including an integrated online 
notarization workflow for Form 1583. In this manner, operators are prepared for any audits or surprise 
inspections. 



SphereMail’s Mail Forwarding Solution

SphereMail operators may choose to offer their users a Mail Forwarding Solution in lieu of a larger, 
more robust decentralized mailroom. In this manner, users will be provided with the physical address of 
the SphereMail operator in order to receive and manage their physical mail in the same manner as the 

Decentralized Mailroom Management Solution.

Benefits of the SphereMail Mail Forwarding Solution:

Professional Business Address: SphereMail operators provide users with a professional 
business address, enhancing their company's image and credibility. Users benefit from the ability 
to create a professional presence without the need for physical office space.

Registered Office: Business entities must register their Corporation or LLC with a valid, physical 
street address (called a registered office) where official documents can be served. SphereMail 
operators can provide their physical street address as a registered office in order to receive 
documents on behalf of their users. In this manner, users can easily access their official mail online 
through SphereMail's intuitive platform, making mail management convenient and hassle-free.

Flexibility: The SphereMail Mail Forwarding solution is highly flexible, allowing operators to offer 
users a choice of mail handling, whether mail is scanned and uploaded to the platform for online 



SphereMail innovative mailroom management solutions revolutionize traditional mail handling by 
simplifying processes, increasing efficiency, and offering flexibility. By leveraging SphereMail's 

comprehensive suite of features, businesses can optimize their mail management operations, improve 
productivity, and focus on core business activities.

viewing, or mail forwarding, where mail is forwarded to a designated address. Users can also 
choose to have mail shredded or securely stored, depending on their preferences.

Mobility: SphereMail users are empowered to access their mail and manage it remotely, using 
SphereMail's mobile app or web platform. This allows users to stay connected and manage their 
mail from any location, providing increased flexibility and mobility.


